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Welcome back! Thank you, families and community members, for joining me for this 
edition of our newsletter.  
Over the past month we have begun to embark on our journey through Quality Area 
3: Physical Environment, and Quality Area 5: Relationships with children. Through this 
journey, we have begun to identify our strengths as a team and a service, and also be-
gun to reflect on the areas where we think we could improve. I am sure you have no-
ticed the changes in the outdoor environment, with the addition or plants and gar-
dens, and the area created for our mud kitchen. This all came from reflection of Quali-
ty Area 3. This reflection process will continue over the next 2 months, with our goals 
timeline to be achieved mid year. You will be asked to provide your feedback at times, 
and your response and honest feedback is greatly appreciated. You will be asked for 
feedback through the feedback questions in the foyer, via email, and in person. 
As we journey through Quality Area 5, we have been focusing on the meaningful times 
that we spend with children, face to face and uninterrupted. Through this we are real-
ly trying to embed the practice where children are supported to collaborate, learn 
from and help each other. By being positive role models through our interactions with 
children, and each other, we teach them how to participate in play and showing 
awareness and interest in others, how to be kind and caring friends who show kind-
ness and compassion towards their peers, and active learners who en-
gage in ongoing collaborative projects. 
There are Important changes to Childcare Benefit (CCB) and Childcare 
Rebate (CCR) coming mid year, and there are some things you need to 
do prior to this to ensure that you are ready for the transition to Child-
care Subsidy (CCS). Please read more about this on the next page 
over. Thanks for joining me for this edition of our centre newsletter, I 
look forward to bringing you our next newsletter in the new financial 
year! 
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Important changes to Child-
care Rebate and Benefit! 

Some information that might assist you moving forward... 
 
The new subsidy will be calculated based on your total combined family income. Your combined in-
come will be used to determine the percentage of CCS you are eligible for ranging from 85% to 0%. 
Each family will then be assessed to determine their 
activity hours, indicating how many hours of subsi-
dised care they will be eligible for. The activity hours 
will be based on the parent with the lowest number 
of hours and can include but is not limited to; paid 
work, study, parental leave and volunteering (for a 
full list please visit the Department of Human Ser-
vices Website). If you currently receive child care fee 
assistance for approved child care you will need to 
complete a Child Care Subsidy assessment online to 
check your eligibility and entitlement to CCS. 
You will need to sign into your Centrelink online ac-
count through MyGov. Select Complete your Child 
Care Subsidy assessment task and work through the steps to give us new information and confirm 
your current details. We strongly recommend everyone tick the box indicating casual days in addition 
to your usual bookings to allow us flexibility to adjust your days when you need those additional days 
or one of changes to be made. 
Please be aware that changes under the new system mean the 2017-18 financial year is the last year 
you can claim child care payments as a lump sum. From 2nd July 2018 all payments will be allocated to 
Childcare Centre’s and used as a fee reduction. Also important to note is that 10% of your entitlement 
will be withheld week to week by the Department of Human Services to ensure no debt is incurred 
due to over payment. This will be reconciled at the end of the financial year once you have submitted 
your income tax return. As we fid out more information regarding changes we will continue to keep 
families informed to ensure the smoothest transiting possible to this new system. 
 

Transitioning to the new Child Care Subsidy… 
 
From 2 July 2018, one new Child Care Subsidy will replace the two current child care payments. This 
transition cannot happen automatically. 
To transition, you will need to complete an online Child Care Subsidy assessment using your Centrelink 
online account through myGov.You will be asked to provide some new information and confirm your 
current details, including: 
1. Combined family income  

2. Activity level of parents  

3. Type of child care service  

Throughout April 2018, Centrelink will be writing to all families currently receiving Child Care Benefit 
and Child Care Rebate with instructions on completing their online assessment through myGov. 

If families do not complete their assessment before 2 July 2018, 
they may not receive any child care fee assistance. 

https://my.gov.au/
https://www.education.gov.au/child-care-subsidy-combined-family-income-0
https://www.education.gov.au/child-care-subsidy-activity-test-0
https://www.education.gov.au/child-care-subsidy-service-type-0
https://my.gov.au/


Upcoming Events! 

May 
Monday 7th—May Day Public Holiday. Centre Closed. 
 
Friday 11th—Mother’s Day Afternoon Tea—Join us from 3:30pm to 
celebrate our mums. 
 
Sunday 13th-Sat 19th—Food Allergy Week - Increasing awareness and learning about ways to protect 
those at risk.  
 
Tuesday 15th—International Day of Families - Talking about what makes our families special. 
 
Saturday 26th—Leading up to this day, we will remember and commemorate the mistreatment of the 
country's indigenous population. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

June 
 
Friday 1st—International children’s day - Cel-
ebrating everything great about our children. 
 
Sunday 3rd—Mabo Day - Leading up to this 
day we will recognise the Torres Strait Is-
lander community and indigenous land rights. 
 
Tuesday 5th—World Environment Day - On 
this day we will learn about why it is so im-
portant to be inspired to care for and nurture 
our environment.  
 
Friday 29th—Red Nose Day - We will be 
painting our noses red and learning about the 
ways to keep our babies safe while sleeping. 
Information surrounding safe sleeping and 
SIDS is always available in our foyer and 
nursery rooms. 

 
Community events 

 
 

The Bayside BBQ & Beer Roadshow 
Cleveland Showgrounds, Cleveland  
Sat 5 May at 11:00am - at 9:00pm  

Mother's Day Family Night @ Bun-

nings Victoria Point  

Cleveland-Redland Bay Road Victoria 

Point  

Thu 10 May at 6:00pm - at 8:00pm  

2018 Relay For Life - Redlands City  

Corner Smith and Long Streets, Cleve-

land  

Sat 19 May at 2:00pm - Sun 20 May at 

8:00am  

https://www.nabo.com.au/whats-on/event/the-bayside-bbq-amp-beer-roadshow
https://www.nabo.com.au/whats-on/event/mother-s-day-family-night-bunnings-victoria-point
https://www.nabo.com.au/whats-on/event/mother-s-day-family-night-bunnings-victoria-point
https://www.nabo.com.au/whats-on/event/2018-relay-for-life-redlands-city


Policy Reviews  

Educator Spotlight ... 
 

Miss Tahlia! 
 

Tahlia joined the Little Ducks family back in 2010 
as a permanent educator in our nursery room. 

Since then she has experienced all the rooms but 
her passion lies with the younger age groups 

where she has been spent most of her years. Tahl-
ia brings so much excitement and love to all the 

children in the service and the children are always 
excited to greet Tahlia upon their arrival. 

We value your input and feedback ….. The policies/procedures in review 
during May and June are:  
 
· Child protection policy 
· Duty of Care policy 
· Policy for the use of gloves 
· Infection control policy 
· Infectious illness policy  
· Nappy changing policy 
· Record keeping policy 
· Sids policy and guidelines for safe sleeping 
· First aid action plan on dangerous products 
· Social media engagement policy 
 
Ways that you can provide feedback 
are:  
 In the feedback folder, near 

the sign in and out books 
 In person, or over the phone 
 As a reply to a Friday email 
 On Storypark 



Developmental Information! 
 



 

Junior Nursery Achievements! 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The last two months have represented a miracle of growth, development, and 
warm relationships, as each of the children has progressed dramatically. Kade, 
Zian, Jasmine, Xavier, and Scarlett have been pulling themselves up on to furni-
ture, and have all stood for a few seconds. Billie, Orion, Elle, and Harrison are 
all walking now, and Naythan is crawling all over the room, and is able to sit up 
by himself. These are all astounding feats that Miss Julie and I have had the 
good fortune to witness. We welcomed two new children, Sophia and Skyler to 

Junior Nursery in March. Sophia has been having tummy time, and now she is able to roll over from her 
back to her front. Skyler loves being outside and playing with all the other children. Our focus on sustain-
ability engendered having a compost bin in our room, and displaying images on our wall for the children 
of the food that can be composted. We have also displayed images of the worm farm, and have taken 
the children down to see it. We will also be taking the children to the garden once the worms are placed 
in the soil for them to understand the purpose of the worm farm a little more. On Friday the 6th of April 
we celebrated World Health Day by presenting the children with toy fruit and vegetables and talking to 
them about the names of these and how they are healthy. We have images on our wall of an array of 
fruit and vegetables to keep this current in our room.We celebrated the Commonwealth Games with 
lots of activities set up in the small yard. We created an obstacle course to 
challenge the children, as well as baskets and buckets to throw balls into, 
and also some bowling pins to knock down. The children used their imagina-
tion and creativity with these things, and it was not exactly the same as the 
athletes do, but much more fun. In the last week, we have had our Henny 
Penny hatching program, and have taken the children to the Kindergarten to 
see the newly hatched chickens in their coop. Miss Kristy brought two chick-
ens into the room, and such hilarity ensued, as the children crawled after them. Keegan was fascinated 
by the chickens as he has some at home in which his mum says he is totally engrossed. To extend from 
this experience we have created an animal corner in our room, where we have placed toy animals, ani-
mal books and puzzles and we have encouraged the children to use these, talking to them about the 
names of the animals and noises they make. We created a tunnel for the children to enjoy in our room 
by placing covers over the tables. The children crawled under the tunnel, appearing to enjoy peeping out 

from under there, and playing peek-a-boo. The children have been playing 
with balls and balloons, chasing them all over the room, fascinated with the 
facets of them. They especially seemed to enjoy chasing the illusive balloons, 
grabbing them and then letting them go. Outside, the children have engaged 
in natural elements sensory play, feeling sand, water, leaves, sticks and 
stones. The children were shown how to make the ball roll down a cardboard 
tube and made outstanding attempts to make that ball go down and were 
amazed when it came out the other end. To extend this activity we introduced 

the children to cause and effect with wheel turning puzzles at which that excelled, making the wheels 
turn around easily. Miss Julie and I continue our ongoing theme of Nursery Rhymes, Songs, and animal 
noises, to familiarise them with the amazing array of subjects in these educational tools. Miss Julie and I 
have created a sleep area in the room for the children who don’t like to sleep in the cot room. Our aim is 
to create a peaceful area with soothing ambience to enhance 
the children’s sleeping. Miss Julie and I are in the process of 
beautifying the area with lulling images, and a comfortable aura. 
I hope this newsletter finds you and yours well and happy, and if 
there is anything that you wish to discuss with myself or Miss 
Julie, be assured that we will always welcome your input. Thank 
you for giving us the opportunity to share in a small part of your 
child’s miraculous journey through babyhood. 
Miss Debbie and Miss Julie 



 

Senior Nursery Success! 
What an exciting year so far in the Senior Nursery room! The children 
have learnt lots about the commonwealth games, transport, doctors, 
chickens, the worm farm, babies, painting and exploring the outdoors.  
Cars, trucks, boats, trains were many of the different transports the 
children enjoyed reading, playing with and have been on. By extending 
on there interests we enjoyed craft which was based by using transport 
as a method, reading and watching videos of different vehicles and dis-
cussing the sounds what vehicles make. The children experimented 

with patterns and size as we did some track painting with wheels or various vehicles. Some were wide, 
some were skinny and some had tread patterns.  
From learning about the commonwealth games, the children had the insight of all the different sports 
which were being played and learning about the different countries which were involved. The children 
experienced the difference of countries and sports by responding to 
diversity with respect expressing their feelings by smiling and clapping 
for a positive outcome. The children participated in their own events 
like lawn bowls, shooting hoops, running, gymnastics and painting of 
the Olympic rings where they built on their colour recognition.  
The children have enjoyed exploring our doctors corner in which they 
are beginning to look after the dolls and their friends. They have en-
joyed using their imagination and knowledge as they put their scrub 
clothes on and get to work bandaging and wrapping their peers. The 
children take increasing responsibility for their own and their friends health and physical wellbeing 
such as ensuring their friends have some water when playing outside so they don’t get dehydrated 
and exploring the indoor and outdoor experiences when they are both available for play. Outdoors 
has provided many challenges to the children’s gross motor which they have been beginning to ac-
complish. To challenge this further we have been exploring the large yard which gives the children an 

all new challenge to their balance and climbing skills. By adventuring 
outside into the big yard the Senior Nursery children loved having 
more space to run around and to test themselves at the difficult obsta-
cles courses. Our friends also found interest in rolling around, jumping 
and dancing on the soft mats which gave them the opportunity to ex-
press their skills and experiences on a different environment.We expe-
rienced the chickens and had the chance to invite them into our room 
and see how fast they have grown up. By using our quiet voices and 
gentle hands the children had the opportunity to pet the chickens 

which gave them the understanding of how soft and small the chickens are. The children also learnt 
about the life cycle of the chickens and the foods they enjoy eating. We also learnt about our worm 
farm by composting and taking the scraps to the worm farm allowing the children to place the scraps 
in themselves and watch the worms devour their food.  
From a parent input about one of our friends going to soon 
have a baby sister we learnt about what babies need and need 
to eat to stay healthy and happy. We practiced feeding babies, 
washing the dolls and making sure they don’t get sick. We are 
excited to extend on the children’s goals which we received 
from the paper sheets you’ve been handing in. We can’t wait to 
explore and develop their goals for future achievements. Until 
next time, 
Kayla, Tara and Tahlia 



 

Toddler Triumphs! 
Halo (Hello – Indonesian language). 
Welcome families to another edition of the Toddle Tales. We’ve had so much fun 
and learning since our last catch up! Moving on from our sea theme, Miss Shannon 
and I put a question to you, our families, regarding your child’s learning and devel-
opmental goals. We used your responses and based on our conversations, created 
goals for each individual child’s learning and planned experiences each week to 
help reach these goals. As well as this, we’ve been busy celebrating many centre 
events and extending on spontaneous play initiated by the children. 
One of the many centre events we celebrated which was a great turn up was our 
annual Easter Bonnet Parade here at Little Ducks. Thank you to those who attended 
this beautiful event as the children proudly got to show off their bonnets they’d 

been working so hard on all week and their marching skills throughout our bonnet 
parade. Arielle and Ariyah took time in carefully painting foam Easter eggs whilst 
Cooper, Connor, Skylah, Abigail and Taylor took joy from participating in the egg 
and spoon races. 
Moving into mid-April, another popular centre event which provided a great op-
portunity for the children’s learning was the Henny Penny Chicken Hatching Pro-
gram! For 2 weeks, the children got to learn about the life cycle of a chicken and 
got to watch them grow from egg, to baby chicken, to adult chicken. The children 
were smitten to visit the chicks and were very gentle after learning from Miss 
Bree and Miss Shannon how to hold them correctly and use our gentle hands. We 

talked about the life cycle and how the baby chicken must hatch out of the egg. The children were so 
fascinated to watch the eggs crack in the incubator every day and even when they got to hear the ba-
by chick’s chirping from inside the egg! 
Two of the main goals many of the families have chosen for their children, has 
been social and emotional development and language so Shannon and I have been 
focused on providing experiences each week for the children to gain new skills and 
learning in this area and we feel this is an ongoing goal for many of the children, 
but we’re already seeing such great improvements as the children are beginning 
to use their words during play and interactions and plenty of friendships are 
starting to form which is super sweet to see! Examples of these experiences have 
been setting up home corner into a nursery to allow children to explore their gen-

tle personality and emotions, intentional teaching strategies 
such as involving the children to share input on discussions 
such as “what can we do to be a kind friend?” or even just 
encouraging one on one play and interactions between children to guide appro-
priate social development and skills. 
Moving forward, Shannon and I would like to continue focusing on helping your 
child reach their developmental goals through planning experiences that will ena-
ble them to reach their developmental 
milestone. Please feel free to let us know 
how you feel your child’s learning is going 

regarding the goals we’ve set for your child and if you’d like a 
new goal. We thank you in advance for your input and feed-
back, as it’s always helpful and appreciated! 
As always, thank you for reading and we look forward to catch-
ing up next time! 
Miss Bree & Miss Shannon 



 

Junior Kindy Victories! 
Hello Junior Kindy Families! Welcome to the second quarter of the year! We have had an adventurous 
couple of months and we are so happy you have been there to join the journey too. We would like to 
give a big warm welcome to Miss Rylee who has joined our team as inclusion support in the Junior Kin-
dy room. With a couple years of experience and some big ideas under her belt, we look forward to the 
energy that she brings to the team! 
Easter was a time for delicious treats and exciting visits from the Easter bunny but we also fit a fair bit 
of learning in there from learning about what animals lay eggs (Did you know bunnies actually don’t lay 

eggs?!), we used our creative skills to make our own chicken and bunny nests 
out of bunny fluff, twigs, grass, string and all kinds of natural and man made 
materials. All this talk weaved its way into our learning about the Henny Penny 
hatching program that would later arrive at the centre! Henny Penny gives us 
good opportunity to talk about growth cycles, how to care for animals and the 
kind of things different animals can do for us e.g. when the chicks get bigger, 
they will lay eggs! This program has been a great confidence boost too for 

those of us who are a bit unsure about our relationships with animals, it is hard to resist the cute little 
fluffy chicks with their sweet little songs! As you may have heard, the Commonwealth games were held 
on the Gold Coast this year! We ran our own Commonwealth games here at Little ducks and the chil-
dren enjoyed all kinds of sports ranging from running to weight lifting and gymnastics or boxing! (Don’t 
worry, we also learnt that boxing is about exercise, not throwing punches at any unsuspecting passer-
by) Developing our gross motor skills during this time quickly turned into social development and we 
are so proud of the way Junior Kindy supported their peers with cheers and 
encouragement, being first was soon not the number one thing to achieve, 
but having fun with the group was the main goal with things like “That was 
awesome hey guys?!” being heard after experiences. It sure was awesome 
Thomas! Moving forward we are going to continue with the group games 
and sports as we feel it has been an absolute high light from the last couple 
of weeks with children building on confidence, physical skills, wellbeing, 
social and emotional development and just being kids and having fun. Some 
of the fun group games we have planned include: doggy doggy, freeze, musical chairs and what’s the 
time Mr wolf!! Keep an eye out for the Friday review to see how well the children did at participating in 
these group games. You might have noticed that we have been in the process of changing our re-

sources on the shelves inside, we have some new loose parts and building mate-
rials and we would love it if you have any odd bits that could add to this, it has 
sparked some new creative ways of thinking, problem solving and of course 
some new architectural designs! Some of the favourite bits added to this area 
have been some simple solo cups! Don’t forget to check out our Junior Kindy 
photo album, this is a space for children to document their buildings and crea-
tions, taking photos all by themselves and they might not always make it on to 

story park. There is even a few cheeky selfies in there while 
learning how to use the camera! It is starting to cool down now 
so don’t forget to start packing a few warmer items and eating 
your vitamins, we have too much exploring to do for any Winter 
colds to keep us away for too long   As always, if you have any 
suggestions, queries or just want to have a chat, you can find 
Myself, Miss Emma or Miss Rylee around the centre, we are al-
ways willing to have a chat. Thanks for reading, we look forward 
to the next couple of months together! 
Miss Kerri, Miss Emma and Miss Rylee. 



 

Kindergarten Creation! 

The first term has gone so quickly and our children have been very 
busy developing and maintaining respectful relationships with each 
other and all of the staff. They have been learning how to com-
municate their needs and feelings appropriately.  
Commonwealth games in the Gold Coast has a huge impact on the 
children. With the Commonwealth, there was a magic sense of 
unity and participation as 71 countries all over the world came to-
gether to celebrate their cultural diversity and talents, which was a 
great message to share with the children. We implemented heaps 
of outdoor sport activities where the children participated actively. 

Our mini Commonwealth games included 
a range of fun physical activities and games in the centre.  
Henny Penny hatching staff delivered a fantastic program to the 
centre. They brought an incubation program to our classroom. 
The children were able to observe the hatching eggs and chicks 
closely. This educational program provided a great opportunity to 
watch how eggs hatch and the chicks emerge from their shells. 
Watching the chicks hatch is a real, meaningful, and fun learning 
process for the children. The children painted and made beautiful 
collage of our feathery friends. We moved forward with more 
farm animals as the children enjoyed 
matching puzzles of baby animals with 

adult animals. The Henny Penny program also provided the chil-
dren with the opportunity to learn how to care for and treat the 
animal in a respectful and nurturing way. Throughout our interac-
tions with the chickens the children engaged in meaningful con-
versations extending on their vocabulary and speaking skills. Our 
conversations included how to properly hold the animal, what 
they eat, what they look like, the changes that have occurred 
over a week and their different colours. As this has been such a 
strong interest the children even used the scales to see which 
chicken was the heaviest. The chicken program has enriched the 
children’s knowledge, taught mathematical, scientific and literacy skills. What fun we have 
all had.  

The kindergarten children have also been enjoying the 
worm farm. It has been a key focus within the kindergar-
ten program to learn all about the importance of worms 
through many hands - on activities. These have included 
what to feed them and what role worms play in sustain-
ing our environment. All activities are aimed at develop-
ing the children’s sense of connectedness to the world 
around them.  



It is noted that the kindy children are interested in experi-

menting, hypothesising, testing and doing active investiga-

tion of scientific ideas. The children are developing problem

-solving strategies from first - hand explorations and from 

exchanging ideas with their peers and with their teachers. 

They are promoting “working theories” as answers to their 

questions by observing and listening, and by exploring and 

discussing and presenting.  

 
Posing open-ended questions to the children like “what do 
you think is going to happen if…?” opens up the children’s 
minds in regard to problem –solving and allowing them to 
think in advance about what the result can be. Exploring 
technology has been another big interest. This began with children experimenting with the 

camera to take pictures and using the laptop and tablet to 
type. The children have loved utilising these resources and 
being able to experiment and try new things. Extending on 
this technology, items were placed in home corner such as 
keyboards and computer. Our Kindergarteners have been 
introduced to the letters ‘S’ ‘A’, ‘T’, ‘I’ through the Jolly phon-
ics method. We have learned about the sounds each of these 
letters make and things that begin with these letters. This 
synthetic phonics programs based on learning first the sound 
of the letters, and then, building the words with the sound 
that children have learnt before. The next two months we 
will learn about the letters ‘P’, ‘N’, ‘C ‘and ‘K’. A large group 
of children have been showing interest in writing their 
names or just random letters. We continue to work on 
writing our names in many fun-filled activities. 

 
We are aiming to provide all children with a nurturing and creative environment and have so 
far planned lots of experiences that will captivate your child’s mind. It has been really won-
derful watching each and every child grow over the last few months. We have really seen a 
lot of growth in their abilities and 
can’t wait to continue to be part of 
their journey. 
Miss Renee, Miss Csilla and Miss Holly 

 

Kindergarten Creation! 



 Crime Protection Corner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vehicle Security Tips for Families 
 The Majority of crimes reported in bayside suburbs every week in-

volve motor vehicles. Vehicles are wither stolen, or have valuables 
stolen from inside the vehicle. Vehicles parked in public places in-
cluding streets and carparks at night are particularly vulnerable. 

 Most of these crimes are committed by juveniles or young adult 
males. 

 A significant factor in why these occur is hat as many as one vehicle 
in seven is left unlocked and/or insecure ie: valuables in plain view 

inside the vehicle. 
 

Onwers can minimise the risk of becoming victims 
of crime by taking some simple precautions. 

 Lock it or lose it! Make sure your vehicle is secured and remove be-
longings when you leave it unattended; right down to loose coins. 
GP units, dash cams, mobile phones, tablets etc ate very popular 

with thieves. 
 Keep your car key out of sight inside your home—not on the kitchen 

table. Often car keys are stolen during house break-ins as modern 
cars will not start without a key. 

 Keep your garage door closed and secure at all times, even when 
you are at home. 

 Lock your car when it is garaged and never leave the key somewhere 
nearby. 

 
Information provided by Acting Sergeant Brendon Winslow, Bayside Dis-

trict Crime Prevention Coordinator, Ph: (07) 3308 8180 



Healthy Habits! 
 
  
 

Home-style 
Lamb  

Casserole 
 

 
INGREDIENTS  
2 tablespoons olive oil  
1.5kg diced lamb  
 2 medium brown onions, chopped  
2 medium carrots, peeled, chopped  
2 celery stalks, chopped  
2 garlic cloves, crushed  
2 cups Massel beef stock  
2 x 400g cans diced tomatoes  
500g orange sweet potato, peeled, cut into  
2cm pieces 250g cauliflower florets  
1 1/2 cups couscous  
20g butter, chopped  
1 1/2 cups boiling water  
1/4 cup chopped fresh at-leaf parsley leaves  
 
METHOD  
Step 1: Heat half the oil in a large heavy-based saucepan over medium-high heat. 
Cook lamb, in batches, stirring, for 3 minutes or until browned. Transfer to a bowl.  
Step 2: Heat remaining oil in pan. Add onion, carrot and celery. Cook, stirring, for 5 
minutes or until vegetables are just tender. Add garlic. Cook, stirring, for 1 minute or 
until fragrant. Stir in stock and tomatoes. Return lamb and any juices to pan. Bring to 
the boil. Reduce heat to low. Simmer for 1 hour.  
Step 3: Add sweet potato. Cook for 10 minutes or until almost tender. Add cauliflow-
er. Cook for 10 minutes or until tender. Season.  
Step 4: Place couscous and butter in a large heatproof bowl. Stir in boiling water. 
Cover. Set aside for 5 minutes. Using a fork, u to separate grains.  
Step 5: Serve half the casserole spooned over couscous and sprinkled with parsley. 
Allow remaining casserole to cool. Spoon into an airtight container. Refrigerate until 
required  


